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       No good deed goes unpunished! The more I age, the more this adage of wisdom becomes more a truism. How did this incident develop? Last Sept. on the Thur. evening preceding Labor Day I noticed 4 Ashwaubenon refuse bins on the south side of Commanche St. in front of the strip mall which has a Subway Shoppe facing the street, east of Packerland Ave. Two of the receptacles were green and two were blue. I did not pay too much attention to them since refuse pickup is on Wed. and I presumed (mistakenly) that the receptacles would be removed from the street shortly since the Village Ord. requires that the bins be removed from the street within 12 hours of the pickup, i.e. Wed. On the following day, Friday, after an evening meal, on our way home, I again noticed that the bins had not yet been removed from the street and one of them was becoming a nuisance and potentially dangerous to traffic. It had moved away from the curb a few feet and had fallen over. Being a heavily travelled roadway I moved the bin back to the curb area and stood it upright. This area of Commanche St is frequented often by pedestrians and those on bikes and these folks had to maneuver around these bins by moving closer to the traffic lane. It was not a good situation. I presumed (again mistakenly) that the bins would be removed from the street that evening by whomever they belonged to. Bussinesses are allowed to have not more than a total of 2 bins for refuse and recyclables. If they needed more than two bins, they were required to contract for private refuse services. Based on this requirement It seemed odd that not one, but two businesses, would have to be responsible for leaving 4 bins in the street more than 48 hours after refuse pickup by the Village. This would require two irresponsible businesses leaving the bins on the curb rather than one business, which seemed strange since these mall businesses had never done this sort of thing in the past that I was aware of. We reside nearby and travel this roadway often. On the following day, Sat., the 4 bins were still in the road curb area on Commanche St.. On Sunday, after 5 days of the 4 bins being in the roadway, I tried to determine, for safety and aesthetic reasons, if possible, who was responsible for this situation and for these continuing ordinance violations and to see if I could get the bins removed from the street area. I inquired of the Subway Shoppe, Hotel, and a Native American shop which was open in the mall. All responded that the bins did not belong to them and, in fact, several were also concerned that the bins had been in the roadway for many days and looked uninviting to the mall and they wished them removed. I also noticed that the Bellin complex had their own large private bin for refuse and so I surmised that the bins did not belong to them either. Early on Monday, Labor Day, the bins remained on the street for the 6 th day and one had again been moved, or been blown closer to the lane of traffic. At approx. 8 AM I thought this was a situation for Public Safety and the street dept. to handle so I called Public Safety. Since it was a Holiday the call went to the Sherrif’s Dept and I requested that she have the Ash. PS dept give me a call. I never received a return call from the Village PS dept! When PS did not respond to my request for a call in the morning I moved the one bin which had moved back to the curb in early afternoon out of harm’s way. I then noticed that the green bins were empty but that the blue recycle bins were still packed with material. Upon looking at a cardboard box protruding from one of the blue boxes, I noticed that there were many boxes in both bins with the name and address of a mall business on the boxes. At this point I took pictures of the ID number on each bins so that there was no question on who was responsible for the bins. Assuming (correctly as it turns out) that the 4 bins were the responsibility of the business addressee on the boxes, I just wanted to safely remove the bins from the roadway. I did that with one of the empty green bins. When I rolled the bin off the street and back toward mall property, I walked over to the presumably responsible business to see what was there. It being a Holiday, I was surprised to find a woman inside the business. I knocked on the door and she came to the door. We exchanged hellos and I inquired if the 4 bins at the street belonged to her. She emphatically denied ownership of the bins and became loud and agitated because I asked her if the bins were hers. I inquired as to how it happened that all the boxes in the two recycle bins had her business name and address on them. She argued in a loud voice that several businesses used these bins and so did she. This attempted explanation seemed incredulous to me since the other mall businesses seemed to have their own bins, as I discovered on Sunday. In addition there were bins located in the back of most businesses in the mall but none in the back of her business, as I noticed also on Sunday. After things calmed down, she indicated that she was the business owner, along with her mother. I then offered to help her roll the bins off of the roadway. Upon this suggestion, she again became loud and aggressive toward me, denying any responsibility or ownership of the bins. I felt threatened. I decide that it was no longer wise to continue this situation and it was best to have the Village personnel work on this matter on Tue. and so I headed to go to my place of residence. I had no vehicle and I was walking home. This lady, who was large in physical stature, followed me all the way from the back of the mall, where her business is located, to Commanche St. loudly railing at me all the while for removing the one empty bin from the street in the first place. She also had her phone in her hand and was attempting to call someone as she yelled at me. I again felt threatened and was concerned about being physically approached by this rather large, angry woman. When she followed me all the way to the street, I decided it best not to head straight home because I did not want her following me there. Instead I crossed Commanche St. to go into the Belling building until she calmed down and to call for assistance if needed. Sure enough, she actually followed me into the Bellin building at which time I felt the need to contact Ashwaubenon Public Safety again so I called and the call was automatically transferred to the 911 operator. The operator informed me that she had already received a call and Officers were on their way. Upon exiting the building to await the Officers arrival, the lady’s mother appeared on the scene. She also lied, as it turned out, by emphatically denying any responsibility for or ownership of the 4 bins. She also became loud and accused me of harassing her daughter. I did not respond and then the Officers arrived. A most unfortunate occurance. I tried to extricate myself from the situation but could not do so because of the younger woman’s following and threatening me. It was best to have the Officers at the scene. It is upsetting that the Ashwaubenon Public Safety officer Union is now attempting to discredit our Village Mgr. by trying to intimidate me, a Village trustee. I fully support our Village Mgr. and will not be intimidated or threatened by the despicable union actions in attempting to prevent me and other trustees from doing so. These bins were in the street for 6 days and, at times, posed a danger to the traveling public. Did these union members do anything to resolve this situation. Absolutely not! 
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